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FASHION

C lassic s

wi t h a f
oc us on
de tail
Casual yet classy, these winter garments
and accessories inspire an easy-going
feeling that will help get you through the
cold days ahead. Long, fitted coats and
wider trousers are the main themes here.

6610 Coat
As long as it’s long ! A must-have of the
season, this woollen coat exudes cosiness
in classic colours such as grey, off-white
and camel. The cross seam on the back
lends a particularly casual touch.

6611 Trousers
With their pressed-in pleat at the waistband, these trousers are classic yet casual.
The soft faux leather welted pockets on
the back are a real highlight. A flat cord is
couched on with the Bulky overlock
foot to reinforce and highlight the front
slit pockets.

overlock foot no. 12
Trousers with Bulky
ther elements
Leather and faux lea
non-s tick sole no. 52
with Zigzag foot with
t-52
ww w.bernina.com/ foo

6612 Waistband-style belt
Made from super-soft faux leather, the belt
turns these trousers into something special.
Thanks to the press studs it’s removeable,
so the trousers can be worn with or without
a belt.

6613 Bag
Bags with squares, diamonds or stripes in
contrasting colours are all the rage at
the moment. The main body of the bag is
made of the same soft faux leather as
the belt. We recommend the Zigzag foot
with non-stick sole no. 52 for easy sewing
and even feeding of the genuine leather
elements.
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FASHION

Fe st ive

Christmastime often comes with its fair share of
occasions, events and invitations. Let us make you
into the “star” of the evening !

6622 Dress
Embellished with crystals and rivets, the tulle star
on the shoulder just hints at what lies below. This
gorgeous outfit will place you centre stage at any
party. The stretch dress jersey is the ideal fabric for
cutting a few wild shapes on the dance floor !

6623 Clutch
Of course, every festive dress needs a matching
clutch – check out our fun and cheeky take on this
fashion essential. A handle on the back of the
clutch makes it easier to carry. The chain handle also
lets you sling it over your shoulder like a handbag,
if needed.
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Dress
utWork Tool
with DesignWork s/C

LIVING

C osy up to wool !
Wool creates warmth, with no need to haul out your knitting needles. We’ve
used woollen fabrics with some of these projects, and merely punched in woollen
threads with others.

6635 Cushion covers
The Needle-Punch Tool does a beautiful job of embellishing the cushion covers. The
yarns are punched in directly from the balls of wool, and here it’s advantageous
if they cross or twist all by themselves. The variety of patterns produced in this way
is practically limitless.
The pink cushion creates an exciting contrast to the others, not only in terms
of colour but also in the shape of the motif, which is picked up by the pattern on
the lamp.
6636 Basket
A basket for your knitting things – or whatever else is stored in the lounge – keeps
everything neat and tidy, and looks very decorative even with nothing in it. Thanks
to its sturdy interfacing, the basket can stand on its own.
6637 Lamp
The lively motif on this designer lamp is produced almost effortlessly by the
CutWork Tool used in conjunction with your embroidery machine. The special
SnapPap paper can be washed without a hitch. The pieces cut out with the
CutWork tool are then sewn onto normal curtain material – and voilà, your lamp
is finished.
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With Punching Tool; small cushion cover with
BERNINA Embroidery Software and Jumbo Hoop
www.bernina.com/punch-work-tool
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